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About This Content

Afghanistan ’11 is back with a new expansion and COIN strategy has never been this intense!
Royal Marines brings back the winning formula of Afghanistan ’11 and innovates on it with plenty new features. A new

campaign, a new faction, plenty new units, civilian vehicles, car bombs, roadblocks, Afghan police… Royal Marines is a must-
have for all Afghanistan ’11 players.

New UK faction

Lead the British forces in their attempt to stabilize the region, with plenty new units such as the Warthog (capable of traversing
mountains), the Scimitar or the Jackal.

New UK Campaign

A new scenario campaign is included for the UK Army, following the deployment of the Royal Marines into Afghanistan. From
Operation Ptarmigan to Operation Ghartse Dagger, the new campaign adds 10 new unique scenarios for dozens of hours of

additional fun.

Civilian vehicles

Civilian vehicles will now randomly spawn on the Highway and the Roads connected to it and travel across it to other villages.
But beware of…
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Car Bombs

Civilian vehicles might be carrying explosives which will detonate upon reaching their destination village.

Roadblocks

Build roadblocks to stop and search vehicles and you might be able to prevent a car bomb attack. Doing so will give you Hearts
& Minds as well as give you Intel.

Afghan Police

Win enough H&M in a village and you will receive an Afghan Police unit, capable of taking part to Roadblocks as well as to
gather Intel in villages without the need of infantry.

Intelligence from Villages

The window of opportunity for gathering intelligence from villages now occurs randomly and only remains available for a
random period of time after the fire first starts to burn. This represent the village elders having a meeting and then disbanding.

FOB Capacity

FOBs now have limited capacity to house troops and vehicles. Whenever a FOB is overcrowded, the player will incur PP costs
for every unit over the limit.

Automatic trigger of ISAF handover

Whenever a player has an overall H&M score of above 70 for four (4) consecutive turns, the ISAF handover process is
automatically triggered.

Special Forces proximity combat modifier

Whenever regular infantry are within the spotting range of a SF unit, they will receive an additional combat bonus.

Uniform

A unique and separate uniform displaying new awards, badges and medals for the UK army has been added.
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Ok, how to I phrase this carefully...

THIS GAME IS MOTHER ♥♥♥♥ING AWSOME!
Ignore the butthurt kids, a game allways has a few bugs at launch, I guarantee that they will be ironed out within a few patches.
Bob's Game in few words is indeed (The Greatest Puzzle Game Ever Made)

So much so that Starting the game is in it self a Puzzle.
Thoughts on bobs game before i downloaded:
-Many game modes for different styles of play
-Leaderboard and ranked for competitive players
-Multiplayer so Fun with Friends
-And much more
bob's game is in itself all that is good in the world and all that will ever be good, so good that it brought me to tears.
this game is my top game of 2017 no doubt , fantastic disighn , great creator , friendsd loved it so much that even speaking
about bob`s game brought smiles to their faces.

i will definetly continue playing bob`s game the best game of all time.

  -Loyal bob's game Fan KismetKing. It's good enough.

7ish out of 10. Game is dead. Stuck on update.. After just under an hour playing I was still unsure on if I liked it or not.

The game is pretty easy. It is a lot like Total War in some ways, this game would be a good stepping stone to Total War if you
are unsure. Take this game then times it by 100% then you will have total war!

But if this game is on sale at under £4 then go for it.. Gamepad users have to switch drivers in their OS and reboot their
computers each time before loading up Blacksea otherwise gamepads are utterly useless

Hard-coded buggy controller support (which can't be shut off or edited out in accessible configuration files) ensures that
padding software like Pinnacle won't save you.

This equates to a hardcore & fast-paced, knee-jerk, schmup forced to keyboard and mouse only

No thanks. A great add-on for a decent price as well. So the brass nuts and bolts of this add-on is that yuo get 10 new people that
5 of them are drivers. There is new audio as well although you will have to manually copy over the audio folders to the
appropriate ticketpacks subfolders for that map that you want to use this pack with. A wee bit of editing is required to make
these appear on the map. You can add the 5 bus drivers to the drivers list of each map if you want different bus drivers for the
AI vehicles as well as the game will pick one random driver for the player bus.

Overall it is a nice add-on but I recommend combining it with the Vol 5 pack for more variety of passengers though if you do
not wish to use the 5 bus drivers as passengers. I use them as-is to simulate the bus drivers catching your bus to go on\/off duty,
taking a break etc like in real life.

A good pack that's recommended and there is the London versions of the bus drivers included that will fit well when the London
add-on is released.. Hehe, I like this game~! <3
It's great to play when your soooo bored.
10/10. It appears that I've spent six hours immersing myself in this story, and I don't regret a minute of it. Be careful reading
reviews, because you really don't want spoilers. The story is magnificently crafted, masterfully acted, and the detail and
immersion are worthy of the preceding elements. I look forward to seeing Tequila Works' comedy title, and I hope more works
like this are created by other studios.
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Installed a Trojan. When it downloaded an certified Driver for my NVIDA graphics cards.. This game is unique in that it is
more about people, relationships and information gathering than a more typical space exploration or combat orientated game.
There is some exploration, mining, trading and combat but so far I have been so engrossed with just meeting people and doing
missions that I have yet to even shoot at anything with my space ship. The game does a great job of creating a dynamic living
universe of charaters that move about from their homes and jobs to the local bars and space ports on the various planets. The
portraits of the various characters are also dynamically created but often they don't differ enough to make it easy to distinguish
between who is who looks-wise. More distinctive looking portraits would be nice. I would definately recommend this game if
you are looking for something a little different to your typical space game.. The story plot for this game is pretty well done. It
really do question the parental care we have given to our children while we are all revolving around works. I also love how the
plot goes into a little questioning regarding how the media have been portraying to our society as well. A truly well done job - I
always love how GameHouse's Original Stories bring in a lot of philosophical issues that we should really reflect upon in life.

As always, wonderful graphics and lots of fun mini games. Soothing and cheerful soundtracks and I seriously love Andy's
singing - I can listen to it all day long.. This is a game so poorly tested that its controls change from the first level to the rest of
the game, in the first level when you move the mouse, the players view moves but for every other level after that, you have to
hold RMB to move the camera; you also appear to only have fall damage in some levels & a couple of levels don't have collision
on the ground despite there being a floor texture and I'm not even trying to get out of bounds in this mess.

"The main dish for you will be various puzzles: Move objects, perform tasks, etc"
I had to nudge the player model into out of place brightly lit white cubes & contextually appropriate rocks in order to allow the
player to jump up small ledges or over a branch, I also had to go collect multiple 'power orbs' because some rocks were too
heavy to move to jump up some small ledges, then I had to find a key in a foliage crammed set of corridors that junked my
framerate. The tasks are "puzzles" in the barest sense of the term.

"Do not forget that every step can be your last step"
Sometimes collision isn't on the ground, sometimes you can leap from the top of the map & not sustain fall damage, other times
you fall about 2 feet into a crevice and die for reasons (you seem to be a robot or some sort of shiny humanoid who shifts
between an ugly silver model & the test pattern from older televisions, I don't know why this test pattern android can't handle a
short fall but can survive a leap from the tree tops, or why their name is John according to the store in a game which barely
addresses any story whatsoever, this doesn't even seem like it is memes).

"Then we prepared elements of parkour. Despite the fact that at your disposal only running and jumping. It will not always be
easy to get somewhere"
While yes, running & jumping are core elements of parkour, allowing the player movement, a jump key & putting ledges some
jumping terrain puzzles in your game doesn't mean you've added elements of parkour, you've made a basic first person game,
those are basic controls.

"6 parts each of which has its own unique gameplay"
Yes, there were six parts; the gameplay is only unique if you consider 'sometimes you have to get a key and push a rock' to be
unique from 'this time you only need to push a rock'.

"A coherent and multifaceted plot"
This isn't memes, just poor trolling for money.

I used to quite like Steam trash, but post Greenlight it really has had some really poor efforts; I shouldn't have fond memories of
Greenlight era, but these aren't better times & this is awful.

. Well, this pack has a BUNCH of paintjobs, with each one more or less having tweaked features, such as spark arrestors,
headlights, horn, and stobes.

The bad thing though, is it has a default horn, of which the loop is WAY too long, which makes it diffucult to do the American
Horn Sequence (Long-Long-Short-Long), so you have to get a special mod in order for the horn to work right!

All in all, I guess I would recommend this, as it is kindof a given engine you HAVE to have, but try to get it on sale.... This game
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is a piece of work I'll tell you that, the graphics and colors are bright and stunning, it makes you want to end up being a bird just
to experience the beautiful tranquility as you hover above buildings, roads, people and explore the clear blue skies. It's very
relaxing and enjoyable, especially for the price it asks for.. The developers forgot to include a tutorial. So, we get an
instructional slideshow, accessible from the main menu, instead.. Mono...
A short horror game with a cheap pricetag.
To be short, its good for what it is.
An interesting story, nice monotone graphics and some good scares.

It's worth the cheap 4$ price tag.
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